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プログラム

8月 8日

13:00 – 14:00 Kimball Martin (University of Oklahoma)

Exact averages of L-values.

14:30 – 15:30 Ramla Abdellatif (Université de Picardie Jules Verne)

On a question of Nigel Boston about Fontaine-Mazur Conjecture.

16:00 – 17:00 山名 俊介 (大阪公立大学)

A Siegel-Weil formula for U(2, 1).

アブストラクト

Kimball Martin

Abstract: Waldspurger’s formula relates twisted central L-values of modular forms to toric

periods on quaternion algebras. This can be used to study average L-values, where one aver-

ages over either the twist (ideal class characters) or the modular forms. For instance, Michel

and Ramakrishan obtained a strikingly simple exact formula for averages over modular forms

in large prime level. This was extended to squarefree levels by Feigon and Whitehouse. I will

discuss a new approach to averages over both twists and modular forms. At least in weight

2, one gets quite simple formulas that significantly extend the aforementioned results.

Ramla Abdellatif

In his seminal 1992 paper on Fontaine-Mazur Conjecture for prime degree extensions of

number fields, Boston asked whether the method he develops could lead to a counter-example

to Fontaine-Mazur Conjecture when applied to the biquadratic field Q(
√
−26,

√
229).

In a joint work with S. Pisolkar (IISER Pune), we answer negatively to this question by

making explicit the corresponding Galois group that was expected to provide the aforemen-

tioned counter-example. In particular, we prove that it is a finite group of order 6561 and

that it is not a uniform group.
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In this talk, which requires no specific pre-requisite beyond classical master courses, I will

first explain the precise setting we are interested in, then I will introduce the various tools

we use to answer Boston’s original question.

山名 俊介
Abstract: We prove a Siegel-Weil formula for the dual pair U(2, 1)×U(1). This identifies

a theta lift of an automorphic character of U(1) as an Eisenstein series on U(2, 1). A sum

of Fourier-Jacobi coefficients of this theta lift is related to a sum of representation numbers

twisted according to the character.
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